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Abstract 

 

Creating the Conditions for Inspiration:  
Thoughts on Positive, Collaborative Theatre Making at The University 

of Texas at Austin  

 

Halena Starr Kays, MFA 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2011 

 

Supervisor:  Lucien Douglas 

 

An in depth reflection on my approach to directing theater, particularly the 

attitudes and exercises I utilize to foster a positive environment for actors and designers 

to do their best artistic work.  This thesis sites specific examples from the productions I 

directed as a Master of Fine Arts student in the Department of Theatre and Dance at the 

University of Texas at Austin. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Upon entering my graduate studies at The University of Texas at Austin, I knew I 

had a knack for creating strong ensembles.  I had built a non-profit theater company 

known for its vibrant and happy ensemble members and was an active member of another 

company of actors and directors known for our unique vision and aesthetic.  Although I 

felt successful in this realm, my step-by-step analysis of how and why these 

collaborations worked was not codified.  I also knew that in both of those circumstances 

the ensembles were able to develop and deepen over many years, as opposed to only a 

few weeks or months, as with an average rehearsal process.  How was I to create a 

similarly successful sense of community and responsibility in an academic environment?  

Why was it so important to do so (and was it even necessary)?  

As I directed productions at UT I investigated these questions and continued to 

work towards increasing my skill as a leader and collaborator in both the rehearsal room 

and in pre-production work with my designers.  At UT I had the pleasure of directing, 

Lidless by Frances Cohwig, 101 Ways To… by Jenny Connel, Tim Longo, Sarah Meyers, 

Steve Moulds and Carra Martinez, Trojan Women adapted by Kimber Lee and Meghan 

Kennedy, The Death of Beth by Erin Phillips and The Threepenny Opera by Bertolt 

Brecht. 

Creating an Inspiring Space to Make Theatre 

“You cannot create results; you can only create the conditions in which something might 
happen.” (Bogart 124) 
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I believe that the most important thing a director can do is to create an 

environment where his or her collaborating artists can do their best work, “…being a 

good boss means hiring talented people and then getting out of their way.” (Fey 5) 

Although simple in theory, the reality of this undertaking is challenging, can be taxing 

and is an art form in and of itself.  Throughout my journey as a graduate student director I 

found ways to successfully accomplish this goal.  As I worked over the last three years, I 

began to identify particular artistic attributes I value most in my collaborators—

specificity, focus and playfulness.  I then focused my energies on finding practical ways 

to bring these attributes to the forefront of the creative process.  I accomplished this by 

better acknowledging my role not only as director (visionary, leader, artist and expert) 

but also as a teacher and artistic exemplar, applying what I learned from Katie Pearl’s 

“Directing New Work” class (specifically readings from the Harvard Negotiating 

Project), and through ensemble building exercises in the rehearsal room. 

Clarification of Terms 

 It is important to clarify some terms I use throughout this thesis.   These can mean 

different things to different directors; this is what they mean to me. 

Artistic Exemplar: an artist whose behavior is worthy of imitation; a 
model of professional artistic standards. 
 
Design Room: the place where I collaborate with the designers—scenery 
and properties, lighting, costumes, projections and sound. My 
collaboration with the designers continues from pre-production through 
the rehearsal process and up to (and sometimes after) the production 
opening for the public. 
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Focus: the ability to concentrate on difficult and sometimes physically and 
emotionally challenging tasks for long periods of time. 
 
Playfulness: a sense of joy and childlike wonder in the wake of the 
creative process; an egoless, risk-taking demeanor willing to explore 
surprising options and treat a rehearsal process as a place to literally play 
in order to uncover truths in the text; a sense of humor and fun, especially 
when faced with difficult obstacles. 
 
Production Process: includes the time I spend building a play from the 
first design meeting (sometimes a full year before the production is 
scheduled to open), through the rehearsal process and technical rehearsals.   
 
Rehearsal Room: the place where the actors, stage managers and I 
rehearse the production prior to technical rehearsals. 
 
Ritual: any exercise done at every rehearsal.  I typically use this to mean 
the physical and vocal exercises done with the ensemble of actors at the 
start of rehearsal to guide us from the “pedestrian world” outside of the 
rehearsal room into the “creative space” inside the rehearsal room.   
 
Specificity: for actor, the constant journey away from a general acting 
choice and towards a precise and detailed one.  This can be in the physical 
realm (gesture, posture, voice, etc.), or the metaphysical and emotional 
realm (objectives, tactics, imagination, etc.).  For the designers specificity 
is in the details and requires an incredibly high work ethic and 
imagination.  It is accomplished with a thorough investigation of the text, 
the close questioning of the story and a clear understanding that 
everything on stage is signifier for the audience.  Specificity in design 
choices clarify story, engage the audience and inspire the actors. 
 

Recognizing My Collaborators as “Experts” 

 While taking Steven Dietz’ “Collaboration” class I learned to identify my 

collaborators as “experts” in their particular fields.  By recognizing and expecting 

expertise from each artist within any given collaboration, I further clarified my role as 

director.  Rather than struggling with hierarchical issues ingrained in the conceit of 

“director”, I embraced my role as the leader of a team of experts.  By seeing my 
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collaborators as artists with a particular expertise, recognizing their autonomy within 

their field was straightforward. Rather than concerning ourselves with status, we were 

able to meet on even ground, trusting each other to take the “lead” when appropriate.   

For example, in an early design meeting for The Threepenny Opera, my costume 

designer “took the lead” after hearing my initial thoughts on the script.  She came to the 

design room with images that inspired her from both Victorian England and 1930”s 

Berlin cabaret along with research into the expressionistic visual art being made at the 

time.  From her research the lighting designer was able to create a rendering based on the 

paintings I found most intriguing.  My job was to ask questions, respond to choices and 

guide the work towards a unified vision.  I trusted the “experts” to do their job and 

ultimately served both their creative needs and the needs of the production by relying on 

their expertise.   

During my production work at UT, I saw that regardless of experience, treating 

the actor as an expert freed me to engage in creating the environment where he or she 

could succeed,  “Remember, you can’t play all the parts yourself.  The actor can play the 

part better than you can.  Let him do the work.  Make it easier for him.  Clear the 

obstacles from his path.” (Ball 22)  Even as I learned to embrace my role as teacher and 

artistic exemplar, I was able to do so without assuming a dictatorial stance; I searched for 

what the actors’ needed in order to succeed and found ways to serve those needs while 

still respecting the individual actor’s artistic gifts.  As one of my ensemble members from 

The Threepenny Opera wrote, “More than any other project I have ever worked on, I felt 

empowered to do my job to the best of my ability and to grow as an actor. [Halena] 
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directs with confidence and strength but without ego or bravado.”  Even when I identified 

as “teacher-director”, my work did not become prescriptive but remained respectful of 

the equal collaboration I believe creates the best possible production. 
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CHAPTER 1. EMBRACING AND UTILIZING MY ROLE AS 
TEACHER AND ARTISTIC EXEMPLAR 

At every level of theater making, from small community-based productions to 

large Broadway shows, the director’s function may require him or her to take on many 

roles—friend, psychologist, mother, teacher, mentor, visionary, artist, etc.  Directors 

enthusiastically embrace some of these roles as part of what is inspiring about the job.  A 

role one director assumes is necessary in order to rehearse successfully, others may find 

inappropriate or outside the bounds of their responsibility.  Mike Nichols says of the 

process of directing, “It is in some ways like being an ideal parent,” (qtd. in Cole 226) 

while Peter Hall prefers to refer to the experience as,  “Director as Trainer of an Athletic 

Team.” (qtd. in Cole 5)  Certainly, the way each director identifies him or herself is due 

to his or her own style, personality and process.  I argue that it should also directly 

correlate with the particular play, the circumstances under which the play is being 

produced, and the goals of the collaborators.   

As I gained experience directing at UT, I began to embrace and delineate my 

understanding of my role and responsibilities as director.  Different roles overlapped and 

morphed from play to play.  For some projects, certain roles were less relevant while 

others become the crux of the work.  As I increased my directing skill-level during my 

graduate studies, I found the need to strengthen my role as teacher and artistic exemplar 

equal to my growth as an artist, visionary and playmaker. By embracing these new roles I 
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discovered my artistry and skill level improved and my experiences during the production 

processes became more successful and rewarding.   

Director and Teacher 

 In the UT rehearsal room I found it helpful to understand one of my roles as 

director to be that of a teacher-director.  I found, while working on my first production, 

Lidless, that fighting or ignoring this part of the job was a waste of energy and ultimately 

harmful to the rehearsal process.  By accommodating pedagogical ambitions alongside 

artistic ones, I found the process more fully embraced the spirit of the Department of 

Theatre and Dance, a place for professional training and continuing intellectual and 

artistic development. 

Lidless had a cast of all undergraduate theater majors (and one outside actor), and 

although their skills and instincts were exceptional, their training was not in-depth.  They 

were young.  The rehearsal process, by necessity, became part “scene study class”, part 

“introduction to new play development”, and part “introduction to the responsibilities and 

expectations of the professional actor.” I learned to stop making assumptions as to what 

the actors knew and were able to apply on their own, and began to plan rehearsals with 

more clearly defined pedagogical goals (along with my already prepared artistic ones).   

For example, early in the process, I discovered that most of the actors did not 

have a clear grasp of an “action” or “objective-based” process of script analysis.  While I 

do not generally demand that all my actors subscribe to a particular acting technique, I do 

assume my actors have some process that is specific and based on a critical and close 
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reading of the play.  Once I uncovered that the fundamental frustration in the rehearsal 

room was primarily one of inexperience and not work ethic, I was able to begin to 

formulate a rehearsal plan that included an outline of the actor’s process.  By addressing 

the weaknesses in the actor’s artistic processes, I was able to tackle the essential 

problems in rehearsal: vague as opposed to specific choices, inability to repeat and build 

upon discoveries made in rehearsal, and a lack of depth in the understanding of a scene’s 

basic structure. The actors hoped that they would “feel it” and that their good instincts 

would be able to carry them through the show.  Armed with this realization, I began to 

look at my rehearsals as I might a lesson-plan for a course on an actor’s process and basic 

script analysis.   

 As we re-worked scenes, received re-writes and worked adjustments, I began to 

assign “homework” for each scene.  Due to my previous experience directing outside of 

an academic environment, with mostly professional actors, this was work I had assumed 

the actors would know how to do once cast in the play.  Embracing my role as a teacher, I 

understood it was part of my job to guide them through this process, both for the benefit 

of the quality of the performance, and, more importantly for the growth of these actors as 

artists and theater practitioners.  Initially, I gave the ensemble this outline: 

 
In the heart of every theatrical moment, exchange or beat there exists: 
 
1. An ongoing want (Ball 80) or “essential action” (Bruder 20-27) 
2. A receiver (your scene partner) (Ball 80) 
3. A desired response from the receiver (Ball 80) 
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 I asked the actors to decide on a verb (want) and a desired response from their 

scene partner for every beat in the scene.  We were then able to more clearly define what 

we meant by the term “beat” (a unit of action, the sums of which make up the “essential 

action” or single driving force of the scene).  In order to push the actors to know what 

they were saying and why, I later asked the actors to have an action and a desired 

response associated with every line.  These exercises further drilled the notion that at 

every moment the character wants something and when they speak they are making an 

active choice.  By asking the actors to complete this work I established the following 

expectations: 

a) the necessity for working outside of rehearsal  
 
b) the necessity for reading and analyzing the script from their character’s 
point of view 
 
c) the necessity for making strong, specific choices (as opposed to waiting 
for the director to tell them what to do) 
 

As we worked through the script in this way, the actors’ progress was exciting 

and liberating.  They began to see, in action, that their work outside rehearsal strongly 

improved their ability to perform with focus, specificity and playfulness.  They were able 

to build on work done in earlier rehearsals, and, thus, they continued to grow and deepen 

their performances.  As we entered our third week of rehearsal I began to offer the actors 

methods for strengthening their choices as they continued to work outside of the rehearsal 

room.  I gave them a handout to refer to when choices made early in the rehearsal process 

began to feel flat.   The handout was gathered from multiple sources on acting and 

directing that I use when I work as an actor.  Creating a document assembled from my 
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personal artistic process was not only vital to the progress of my acting ensemble but 

reminded me of the importance of communicating that process with my actors. This 

document is inspired from Ball (70-92), Moore (46-8) and Bruder (19-39) and adjusted to 

parallel my own creative process as an actor: 

 
When you get stuck go back to the basics: 
 
When in doubt: What are you trying to get your partner to DO? 
 
Other words for essential action (Bruder 20): 
main action (Moore 47), objective, goal, purpose, ambition, intention, desire, need, 
pursuit, endeavor, verb.  What are you after? What are you trying to get? What are you 
doing? What are you playing? (Ball 80) 
 
Some Actable Verbs I like: 
Hurt, Inspire, Suppress, Incite, Enlighten, Crush, Encourage, Lambast, Destroy, Ensnare, 
Tease, Cheer up, Reassure, Justify, Mock, Glorify, Obliterate, Seduce, Eliminate, Ignite, 
Awaken, Contain, Belittle, Dominate, Tyrannize, Conquer, Occupy, Invigorate, Elevate, 
Exalt, Immortalize, Lionize, Deify (Ball 87, 89) 
 
Every process starts with tentative actions.  As you go, UPGRADE your choice.  For 
example: 
TellInformRelayDocumentExplainProveConvinceOverwhelmBomb
ardDevastateAnnihilateObliterate (Ball 88) 
 
 

I found the practice of “upgrading actions” particularly helpful when working on 

a difficult scene in The Threepenny Opera.  The ensemble of actors for The Threepenny 

Opera was a mix of graduate and undergraduate actors and the ensemble’s past 

experience and training was wildly uneven.  When working on scene six, where two of 

Macheath’s lovers vie for his attention at the jail, I had a younger, less experienced actor 

playing opposite a very experienced one.  The weaker choices of the less experienced 

actor stood out against that of her more seasoned scene partner.  I began by asking both 
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of them what they were “playing” in a particular beat.  The younger actor responded that 

she was trying to “charm” Macheath.  I asked her to “upgrade” that choice in order to 

make her action more urgent and necessary.  We began the scene again, this time the 

actor tried to “bombard” Macheath.  This choice breathed new life into the theatrical 

moment, but sent the scene as a whole off in the wrong direction.  Inspired now by the 

positive effect the “upgrade” had the actor was willing to try another, this time to 

“possess” Macheath.  Throughout the next run of the scene the actor made bold physical 

choices and was able to engulf her scene partner with specificity and a newfound 

assuredness.  By experiencing, in the moment, how upgrading her action could change 

what was a frustrating rehearsal into a playful and thrilling one, the actor went home and 

upgraded all her actions, strengthening her entire performance. 

Through my work with the undergraduate actors on Lidless, I began understand 

better my role of director as teacher and applied it, as needed, in my subsequent rehearsal 

processes.  In the context of a rehearsal room with actors of varying experience levels, 

assuming the dual role of teacher and director challenged me to find ways to aid the 

actors in connecting exercises used for a specific production to their own artistic process 

in hopes that they would continue to use these tools throughout their career in the theater.  

For example, early in The Threepenny Opera rehearsal process I asked every performer 

to bring in a small performance of their character’s biography (a trick I picked up from 

visiting director Paul Mullins).  They would act as their character and tell the ensemble 

something about their history and then take questions.  This was particularly useful for 

actors who had smaller roles as they were asked to make choices and commit to creating 
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a full and interesting life on-stage regardless of the size of their role (I used the full 

ensemble onstage for much of the show so their commitment and focus was critical to the 

overall production).  For example, as the actor playing Ned (a member of Macheath’s 

gang) explained where he met Macheath, he inspired another gang member, Wally, to 

specify his relationship with Macheath as well.  Wally’s new discovery facilitated the 

entire gang to investigate their relationship with one another with a keen eye towards 

imagination and specificity.  A week later, when we began working on the gang’s first 

scene together, the relationships between the gang members were insightful and detailed 

from the start thanks to the creative seed planted during Ned’s biography. 

  The “performed biography” exercise was also helpful in informing the large cast 

of the complicated relationships and characters around them but with whom they often 

had little contact in the course of the performance.  Beyond bonding the group and 

encouraging the chorus to embrace their important job, the exercise also served as a 

template for character creation.  As more experienced actors used imagination and 

specificity in making their choices, the younger actors began to follow suit.  I made 

certain to remind the group that this exercise can (and should) be repeated for every 

rehearsal process, even when there isn’t a public presentation of the character’s 

biography.  It was a useful way to remind the actors that directors will expect them to do 

this work on their own.  A sense of fun and play was established as well as an 

opportunity for future growth. 

By celebrating and finding inspiration in my role as teacher I learned the 

importance of creating clear expectations for the actors and assigning defined preparation 
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goals to be completed outside of the rehearsal room.  Through these exercises I found 

personal joy in watching the actors’ progress.  As an unexpected bonus, my direction 

became more specific and insightful because of my focus on the analytic work of the 

actors.  I learned new ways to communicate with actors that will apply to all my future 

work in both professional and university theatre programs.  I found exciting ways to 

communicate my own artistic process with younger artists, ultimately strengthening my 

directorial choices and clarifying a process I was almost unaware of until I was required 

to become a teacher. 

 

Director and Artistic Exemplar 

“The good mentor is a model of a continuous learner.” (Rowley 21) 
 

Early in my second year as a graduate student director I found myself in the role 

of mentor for a few promising undergraduate directors.   I enjoyed the experience of 

helping them navigate their newfound passion for directing immensely; I encouraged 

them to assistant direct with me and other directors, shared my preparation for rehearsals, 

met and answered questions and advised them on their own productions.  These 

experiences prompted me to investigate what parts of my positive mentoring experiences 

might also strengthen my collaboration with actors and designers.  I never assume I am 

more experienced than my fellow artists, nor do I assume my collaborators are somehow 

in need of my mentorship. However, I found that thinking of myself as a mentor pushed 

me further to ensuring my own preparation and responsibility as a director.  The most 

valuable things I have learned from my mentors occurred by watching them in action, not 
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from any particular piece of advice or guidance they gave me over coffee.  I became 

more thoughtful about my “performance” as a director, understanding it set an example 

for my collaborators.  Because the word “mentor” implies a kind of hierarchy that is not 

often apt in my collaborations with actors and designers, I found it useful to understand 

my role more as an artistic exemplar. 

I began noticing that my energy and focus affected the rehearsal room even more 

than I had originally understood.  This felt particularly potent in the UT rehearsal room 

(as opposed to a professional one); the stress on the student actors (and myself), unique to 

a university environment, meant many weeks of fourteen hour days and immense 

pressure from both coursework and production work. By reminding myself, “I am 

responsible to model the behavior I expect from my collaborators, every day, regardless 

of circumstances,” I was able to arrive, fresh, open to the experience of the day and 

prepared.  Knowing that my work-ethic, respect and sense of play set the tone for the 

room, I accepted that each moment I was in rehearsal I was modeling behavior; before 

entering the rehearsal room I often took a breath and reminded myself, “Be the artist you 

would want to work with.”   

Recognizing the rehearsal room as a place for modeling behavior also allowed me 

to take advantage of my graduate student actors in my second and third year projects.  

More compelling than identifying myself as a possible artistic exemplar for my 

collaborators, I saw my experienced graduates as obvious mentors for the younger actors.  

I began to make it a practice to meet with the graduate cast members and ask them to 

acknowledge that they were leaders in the process and admired by the younger actors.  I 
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would remind them that their actions, work ethic and focus were, for better or worse, 

going to be the bar many of the undergraduates would follow in regard to professional 

discipline.  I asked that they accept this role thoughtfully and to check-in with themselves 

before every rehearsal with this added responsibility in mind.  I never asked that they 

begin advising other actors, rather that I expected their work in rehearsal to be a model of 

high professional standards. They were encouraged to have bad days, to struggle and 

question, and to be fully vulnerable and willing to fail: my conversation was not about the 

quality of the product but a demand that their work and sense of responsibility towards 

the project be such that the less experienced performers could learn from watching and 

therefore “up their game” in order to match their cast mates. 

By making the subtle shift in my identity as a director (as artistic exemplar), I felt 

my sense of responsibility to my collaborators heighten.  The feeling of accountability 

was artistically reinvigorating and I found I was more successful in negotiating the 

exhausting terrain of being both a student and a director.  As one of my lead actors in The 

Threepenny Opera wrote, “… in the same way that every directorial choice Halena 

makes contributes to a unified and consistent artistic vision, every choice she makes in 

the kind of working environment she creates contributes to the extraordinary rehearsal 

room energy.”   
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CHAPTER 2. DIRECTOR AS NEGOTIATOR: LESSONS FROM 
THE HARVARD NEGOTIATION PROJECT 

“… the director needs the actor as an ally, and we defeat our purpose completely if we 
make the actor an adversary.  In battles, the director always loses.” (Ball 48-49) 

 

In the spring semester of my first year I had the pleasure of taking Katie Pearl’s 

“Directing New Work” class.  A section of our class was devoted to communication and 

interpersonal relationships in theater making.  Pearl argued that a director who is skilled 

at managing difficult and emotional conversations is able to better foster invigorating 

collaborative relationships and ultimately build higher quality productions.  We read 

selections from negotiation books1 and created parallels from the world of the negotiators 

to the world of the theatrical collaborator.  I discovered that all artistic collaboration 

could be seen as a negotiation, even when the collaborators are not on opposite sides of a 

debate.  By understanding collaboration in this way, I have been able to construct 

environments where each artist is put in a position to do their best work and therefore the 

most inspiring to me and the other collaborators within their individual expertise.     

At the beginning of every negotiation (or collaboration) there is a desired end 

result.  For example, an obvious goal I have for the actor is that he or she be successful in 

their role.  The actor has the same goal.  Therefore every interaction I have with the actor 

is towards that end.    One way to help ensure we are both working towards our mutually 

beneficial result is by using negotiation tools in our communication. 
                                                
1 Beyond Reason by Fisher and Shapiro, Difficult Conversations by Stone, Patton and Heen and Getting to 
Yes by Fisher and Ury 
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It is important to clearly understand the basic philosophy behind The Harvard 

Negotiating Project’s thesis, Core Concerns.  “Core Concerns are human wants that are 

important to almost everyone in virtually every negotiation.” (Fisher, Beyond Reason 15) 

Although these concerns are not always distinct, more often than not they are combined 

to fuel emotions (it may be possible to use the concept of Core Concerns to deepen an 

actor’s response on-stage, however, I have used these tools in the context of leadership 

and communication with actors, designers and producers off-stage).   

The five Core Concerns as defined by Fisher and Shapiro (17) are: 

 
Core Concerns The Concern Is Ignored 

When… 
The Concern Is Met 
When… 

Appreciation Your thoughts, feelings and 
actions are devalued. 

Your thoughts, feelings and 
actions are acknowledged 
as having merit. 

Affiliation You are treated as an 
adversary and kept at a 
distance. 

You are treated as a 
colleague. 

Autonomy Your freedom to make 
decisions is impinged upon. 

Others respect your 
freedom to decide important 
matters. 

Status Your relative standing is 
treated as inferior to that of 
others. 

Your standing where 
deserved is given full 
recognition. 

Role Your current role and its 
activities are not personally 
fulfilling. 

You so define your role and 
its activities that you find 
them fulfilling. 

 
 

Although these items may seem obvious at first glance, they have consistently 

been useful to me, both in my planning for rehearsals and design meetings and 
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strengthening my ability to handle with ease tense and emotional circumstances on the 

fly.   

In Beyond Reason: Using Emotions as You Negotiate Fisher and Shapiro make a 

distinction between Positive Emotions and Negative Emotions.  They argue that Positive 

Emotions (pride, excitement, delight, enthusiasm, etc.) foster cooperative working 

relationships, easy communication, listening, learning, creativity, fairness and 

commitment to the project. (9) Negative Emotions (guilt, shame, regret, envy, anger, etc) 

cultivate tense relationships, limited and confrontational communication, stubbornness, 

adversarial arguing and unclear, unworkable commitments. (9) By staying keenly 

perceptive to my collaborator’s Core Concerns I am able to promote Positive Emotional 

responses and create a dynamic working environment. 

For example, in a design meeting for The Threepenny Opera, I rushed passed our 

technical director’s questions in order to address a more pressing issue with our set 

design.  We were under an immense time restraint and needed to hash out important 

artistic details before our final design deadline.  As the meeting continued I noticed the 

technical director’s responses became aggressive and that he was displaying Negative 

Emotions.  His reactions were affecting the group as a whole and I felt our problem-

solving abilities begin to dwindle.  “Emotions are usually contagious.  Even if your 

emotions change from frustration to active interest, the other person is likely to be 

reacting still to your indignant behavior of a few minutes ago.” (Fisher, Beyond Reason 

13)  I thought quickly about whether I had infringed on his Core Concerns in some way 

during the meeting.  I realized I had disregarded his “Status” and shown little 
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“Appreciation” for the work he had done.  Subscribing to the philosophy of Core 

Concerns I was able to backtrack the conversation and address those needs.  This 

immediately alleviated the tension in the room and we were able to continue solving the 

problem at hand in a positive environment. 

Though some negotiators suggest that emotions do not belong in negotiations, 

ultimately this argument is not helpful.  It is impossible to keep emotion out of the picture 

and trying to do so can, in fact, harm your strategy. (Fisher, Beyond Reason 11)  Rather, 

Fisher and Shapiro suggest you can use your own emotional response and the response of 

those around you to better work towards a solution and, in my case, a happy, working 

group of artists.  

I had a very difficult obstacle with an actor during the rehearsal process for The 

Threepenny Opera.  One of the lead actors in the show, Mike2, was not able to learn his 

lines, song lyrics or choreography.  As the first week of rehearsal passed it became 

apparent that he very likely would not be capable of performing his role in time for the 

opening.  He expressed panic, shame and frustration; he was fully aware he was letting 

the ensemble down.  As each rehearsal passed and the problem was not improving I 

began responding emotionally.  Mike’s apparent lack of preparation ignored many of my 

Core Concerns, particularly “Appreciation” and “Status”.  When every other actor in the 

play had been able to meet the “off-book” deadline and was working diligently outside 

the rehearsal room, why was Mike not putting forth the effort?  Mike’s lack of ability to 

rehearse at the same level as his collaborators caused added frustration amongst the 

                                                
2 The actor’s name has been changed to protect his identity 
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actors.  His scenes and songs had to be repeated and reviewed far more often than any 

others with no sense of forward momentum.  His scene partners were suffering due to his 

lack of preparation.  In a professional environment this actor would simply be replaced, 

however, I understood my role as Teacher, Mentor and Negotiator meant that I was 

charged with finding a way to create the kind of rehearsal environment Mike needed in 

order to succeed. Rather than focusing on my own frustrations, I chose to interrogate the 

situation with Mike personally.  I went back to my negotiation books from Pearl’s class 

and was reminded, “Focus on understanding not blame.” (Fisher, Beyond Reason 157) 

I began by telling Mike that we shared the same goal—that he be wonderful and 

successful in his role.  I added that I believed he was capable of achieving that goal.  By 

appealing to his need for “Appreciation” and “Affiliation” we were able to move passed 

the Negative Emotions associated with the situation and focus on the possible solutions 

that would move us towards our common goal.  Through honestly listening to Mike and 

empathizing with his circumstances, I was able to begin working with him to create a 

path toward success.  We were able to collaboratively cut some of his songs and 

choreography so that he could focus more of his time on his scene work.  This gave him 

some clear accomplishable tasks and lessened his anxiety and feeling of daily failure.  He 

was grateful for the changes rather than being dismayed that he was losing material in the 

play.  We decided that he would be called to every rehearsal (regardless of whether we 

were working his scenes that day) to drill lines and choreography with the assistant 

director.  It is important to note that this decision was made mutually.  If I had begun 

calling him to rehearsal each day to drill lines without this negotiation, the action would 
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have felt like a punishment and would likely have further humiliated and discouraged 

Mike; because I was able to empathize and honestly respond to his concerns, he felt 

supported and was able to begin to work productively with less anxiety and frustration.   

After this negotiation, the other actors noticed a marked change in Mike in the 

rehearsal room.  He began to relax and focus on his work for the show rather than his 

Negative Emotions surrounding his lack of preparation.  As one graduate actor, affected 

by this circumstance, noted, “I observed Halena tackle extremely challenging situations 

with unprepared and unprofessional actors, and I was blown away by the graceful and 

compassionate way in which she handled them. “ 

Understanding the Core Concerns distinctly has been instrumental in guiding me 

towards the most effective way of stimulating Positive Emotions and thereby a 

cooperative and joyful work environment for artists.  The five Core Concerns act as a tool 

that narrows down the probable causes of an emotional response and overcomes the 

impossible task of reading and deciphering all potential reasons for this response in a 

negotiation.  By focusing on the Core Concerns, I am able to find what lies at the heart of 

many emotional challenges in rehearsal and design rooms; rather than feeling powerless 

to overcome these obstacles, I am armed with a potent tool to address the concerns, 

stimulate Positive Emotions and overcome Negative Emotions thereby crafting an 

environment where my actors and designers are able to do their best work. 
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CHAPTER 3. ENSEMBLE BUILDING: GOALS, SUCCESS, 
EXPECTATIONS, PROMISES, AND THE RITUAL OF THE WARM-

UP 

“By taking care of the circumstances in which you are working, things start, inevitably, 
to happen.” (Bogart 125) 

 
It is vital in my rehearsal room that the environment feels safe for the actors.  My 

definition of “safe”, in the context of the rehearsal process, means that the actors feel 

encouraged to make risky choices and to fail without fear of reprimand or humiliation; 

some of the best discoveries in scene work have come from an actor’s willingness to risk 

failure.  As one of my lead actors in The Threepenny Opera commented (when asked 

why she felt her performance was successful), “I was encouraged to take risks, yet 

reminded to work specifically and with extreme focus. I was challenged to be the best 

actor I could be, yet never fearful or worried that I was unworthy or not good enough.” 

   It is also imperative that the rehearsal environment celebrates an actor’s 

willingness to be vulnerable and emotionally available in the scene work.  Towards this 

end it is essential that the rehearsal room is positive and supportive.  As I’ve argued, a 

negative environment stifles creativity and blocks playful discoveries.  In my constant 

search for methods that facilitate the creation of a positive, inspiring and safe rehearsal 

environment I discovered certain exercises that serve this purpose consistently well. 

Goals and a Measure of Success 

Beginning with Trojan Women (and for every show I directed following), I asked 

the cast to create specific goals for themselves for the upcoming rehearsal process.  I ask 

them to identify how they will know if they’ve been successful.  I suggest that they allow 
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for risk, specificity and focus to play into their goal setting.  I advocated that the goal not 

be product based rather focused on our shared process.   “Being liked” in the theatrical 

production isn’t an objective, or accomplishable goal, but, “pushing my own vulnerability 

every day”, “fully emerging myself in the physicality of my character in each scene,” or 

“discovering something new about myself or the play in every rehearsal” might be.  As 

Ball instructs: 

… it is important to describe the measure of success in such a way that the 
actor may make an evaluation of his work on the basis of the degree of his 
self-enhancement.  Where there is self-enhancement, there is happiness.  
True happiness is not giddiness or euphoria or ecstasy.  The major 
characteristic of true happiness is that the self feels fulfilled, satisfied, 
enriched, witnessed, glorified…it feels a deep sense of personal 
achievement. (103)  
 

I carve out time in rehearsal for the cast to share their goals and ask for assistance 

from each other in accomplishing them.  As I get to know each actor better, I make a 

point to refer to their stated goal and aid in finding ways to further push the limits of the 

actor through their goal; as we work and become comfortable together, I also often 

suggest new goals that more specifically apply to a scene or theatrical moment.   

For example, I had an actor in The Threepenny Opera who desired to be less 

obsessive about mapping out every single moment of her performance. I found places 

where she could consciously let herself “go” and was able to guide her when appropriate.  

In a scene where she is with her lover and they are about to consummate their recent 

nuptials, there were many opportunities to connect and respond to her scene partner and 

allow for some variety from performance to performance. While working on this scene I 

was able to stop at a specific moment and say, “Here is a place where you can trust your 
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partner to surprise you, rather than anticipating; make it a goal here to remain open to 

what he does and to trust that your response will be honest and compelling.  As long as 

both of you remain true to your essential action, the specifics of your mutual seduction 

can be in the moment.”  This alerted her scene partner to his responsibility to be playful 

and surprising during this theatrical beat as well, without my needing to give him a direct 

note. In this small moment both actors were able to see that I trusted in their abilities and 

their partnership, therefore they became responsible to each other.   

Having clear, individual goals for the rehearsal process encourages the actor to 

see his or her work within the larger context of personal achievement; the goals then 

serve both to strengthen the actor’s final performance and to continue to push the actor to 

broaden his or her skill set for future productions. 

Promises and Expectations 

During the “Directing New Work” class taught by Katie Pearl we discussed 

different ways to establish a positive working relationship between the playwright and the 

director.   One of the tools Pearl uses in her own work is a written contract.  At the start 

of every new project she and her collaborator establish a personal list of expectations and 

promises; they share their lists with each other and use it as a springboard for discussion 

about their upcoming collaboration.   

I have found this exercise very useful, especially when first meeting and 

collaborating with a playwright.  Before beginning work on the new play The Death of 

Beth, playwright Erin Phillips and I agreed to prepare our own “I Promise/ I Expect” 
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contracts before our first meeting.  Sharing our lists clarified the responsibilities we each 

felt towards the script, set clear goals for our working relationship both in and outside of 

the rehearsal room, and acted as a guide for a straightforward conversation about our 

expectations for the project as a whole.  Our first collaboration together (for a staged 

reading of the play) went smoothly thanks to the early conversations and written 

commitment we made together at our first meeting.  Phillips and I went on to collaborate 

on a full production of The Death of Beth and hope to continue collaborating together in 

the future.  I believe our positive working relationship is partially due to the clarity and 

cooperation we found through communicating our expectations and promises in such a 

literal way.  

After experiencing an encouraging result from the “I Promise/ I Expect” contract 

with Phillips, I decided to try it as a way to begin the rehearsal process for Trojan 

Women.  At an early rehearsal the actors, playwrights, dramaturg and stage managers all 

shared their contracts; I kept notes of commonly held promises and expectations and 

asked clarifying questions thereby encouraging the ensemble to discuss our upcoming 

collaboration openly.  The experience was successful and a terrific way to begin creating 

a positive rehearsal environment.   

The following is my contract from Trojan Women: 

 
I PROMISE: 
 
I promise to create an environment where risks are rewarded and 
encouraged. 
I promise to attempt to be egoless. 
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I promise to be patient even while demanding you to be your most creative 
and joyful selves. 
I promise to be honest and clear. 
I promise to always investigate ways to realize the beautifully impossible 
visual moments of Trojan Women creatively and with joy. 
I promise to laugh. 
I promise to always be prepared and maintain a high work ethic. 
I promise to trust you. 
I promise to embrace our disagreements, to argue with passion and 
intelligence, and to be thrilled (as opposed to hurt) when moments of real 
artistic tension occur. 
I promise to start and end on time. 
I promise to be respectful of your time. 
I promise to listen. 
I promise to ask questions. 
I promise to appreciate your craft and expertise. 
I promise to help to create a rehearsal environment that feels safe. 

 
I EXPECT: 
 
I expect you to be present and engaged when in the room. 
I expect you to trust me. 
I expect you to tell me what you are really thinking and worrying about 
and hoping for--to communicate any issues directly. 
I expect you to embrace a playful attitude in rehearsals and maybe even 
laugh sometimes. 
I expect you to make choices. 
I expect you to help solve problems not complain about problems.  
I expect you to do everything in your power to make the show better every 
day. 
I expect you to wear proper rehearsal cloths and shoes. 
I expect you to try anything once with a full heart. 
I expect hard work. 
I expect you to take artistic ownership of the entire show. 
I expect you to work outside of rehearsals. 
I expect you to attempt to be egoless. 
I expect you to write down your notes, learn your blocking, choreography 
and your lines. 
I expect you to commit. 
I HOPE you will bring some kind of delicious snack to a rehearsal. 
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By hearing my actor’s expectations and promises I can more easily meet their 

needs.  This exercise dispels any of the mystery around how we hope to collaborate and 

what we require from each other in order to do our best creative work.  One of the 

ensemble members from The Threepenny Opera explained the incredible usefulness of 

this exercise best: 

Halena established a working environment from day one of rehearsal that 
very actively clarified expectations on a variety of levels.  From the outset 
of the process all actors, designers, managers, etc., had both verbalized 
their particular requests for a creative working space as well as had 
witness to the declaration of their intentions.  This simple exercise worked 
on several layers: first, we each had the opportunity to clarify for 
ourselves what we wanted the process to be in a personal way as well as a 
collective; secondly, we had the opportunity to hear and receive each 
other's.  Over the course of the rehearsal process, we had this experience 
as a touchstone to return to our own individual goals as well as serve as 
reminders to each other of the agreements we had made to the communal 
process of creating. 

 
I have used this exercise for every production I have directed since The Death of Beth and 

I always keep my list taped to the back of my directing clipboard3 as a reminder of the 

promises I made to my collaborators.    

The Rituals of Warm-ups 

I have a tempestuous history with warm-ups; as a young performer and director I 

was very opposed to them.  They felt like an incredible waste of time and I much 

preferred doing them on my own, if at all.  The entire experience just struck me as silly 

and I looked forward to working in a more professional environment where I would no 

longer be subjected to “pass the clap” and group shoulder rubs.   

                                                
3 I always direct with a clipboard in my hand. 
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Over time, however, I began to slowly re-incorporate group warm-ups into my 

professional work.  I found the need to explore ways to transition from the pedestrian 

world into the artistic space.  As much of my work was in storefront theater, many 

projects rehearsed in the evening, after a long day of work for many of the actors, I found 

that including some kind of physical ritual as we began ultimately saved time in the long 

run.  It also helped to create a sense of play and communion.  A few smart, well-planned 

and well-suited warm-ups could change the energy of a room like magic.  I began to see 

the time spent on them as a gift to the performers rather than a required annoyance.   

 I continued to utilize warm-ups in my rehearsal processes at UT.  A number of 

factors go into the creation of the pre-rehearsal rituals and warm-ups.  First, I always 

check in with my goals for the rehearsal process as well as the goals of the actors.  If the 

piece requires a great amount of focus, I find warm-ups that encourage that particular 

energy and brain space.  I try to pinpoint what the play requires most from the actors and 

therefore what the cast might require in a warm-up in order to be successful; is it 

energetic playfulness, quick thinking, physical strength, trust?  Investigating the work in 

this way also allows me to think about the play from a new perspective.  Ultimately, I 

share my own offerings to the group as well as ask each member of the ensemble to think 

about the work that their role asks of them (as well as their individual goals for the 

rehearsal process) and to share warm-ups they feel would help them accomplish their 

goals.  After a week of rehearsal I begin to pare down the warm-ups, picking those I feel 

most successfully prepare the most people for the work.   
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I make it a point to explain the reason behind each warm-up in hopes that a 

younger version of me isn’t sulkily judging the experience (as I remember doing).  My 

hope is that if there is a clear and practical application for the time we spend with these 

exercises, they will be more fully embraced and succeed at creating a space where the 

actors can do their best work. 

 I also use the warm-up time to remind younger performers that every actor will 

ultimately have their own process for preparing to perform.  I make clear that this is part 

of their responsibility as an artist—to be ready to do their best work.  I ask the actors to 

begin to find what their personal warm-up will include based on what they know are the 

challenges and requirements of their performance.  By setting the expectation that they 

will each be responsible for their own ability to perform the show well, physically and 

mentally, actors more fully engage the challenge rather that waiting for someone to tell 

them how to prepare.  This lessens the surprise during technical rehearsals and the run of 

a production, when I am no longer there to enforce warm-ups, and it ensures that the 

actors will be responsible independently.  I have found that young actors, who, in the 

past, have not taken this responsibility seriously, will now embrace the charge with vigor 

and, therefore, are able to perform with more consistence and ownership.  The following 

are some warm-ups I have found consistently useful during my time at UT. 

PUSH-UPS: SMALL, ATTAINABLE GOALS 
Slow, controlled push-ups strengthen the core muscles and elevate the heart rate 

quickly.  People of varying degrees of fitness can do them (either in a full plank position 

or by balancing on their knees).  Push-ups are a great way to set a small, personal goal for 
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the actors.  It is also important that everyone in the room participate.  I encourage stage 

managers, dramaturgs and playwrights to join in on “push-up time” as a way to put us all 

on the same level, suffering together regardless of our role in the rehearsal process.  I 

remember the distinct pleasure the acting company of Trojan Women felt when our stage 

manager, Jared, was able to do fifteen push-ups and that sense of joy permeated the rest 

of the evening’s rehearsal.  Push-ups always instigate playful moans of dread—this task 

connects the group as they circle-up to begin the day’s rehearsal.   

As in all areas of my work, I ask that everyone set their own goals for the 

practice.  If an actor begins our rehearsal process capable of completing one push-up, 

how many would they like to be able to do by opening night?  I also set my own goal and 

together we work towards them.  At each rehearsal I lightheartedly ask a member of 

ensemble what their goal is, if they mumble or say, “I don’t know,” I use the opportunity 

to remind them to make strong choices and set clear goals.  It becomes another 

opportunity to infuse personal enrichment into every part of our artistic process.  As we 

do our push-ups we count together, we cheer our fellow artists’ accomplishments and it 

becomes a blissfully shared pain as we push ourselves to achieve our objectives.   

 As an added benefit, push-ups engage us physically and help to literally warm-up 

many muscle groups and speed the heart rate.  This helps to ground both the voice and 

the body quickly.  Moving from push-ups right into an emotional scene or a strenuous 

musical number infuses the work with extra energy, focus and urgency.  With the body 

and muscles engaged the actor’s mind is free to respond and connect to the work in a new 

way. 
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FOUR SQUARE: PLAYGROUND GAMES AND COMPETITION IN THE REHEARSAL ROOM 
“The most important thing a director can do for an actor is to awaken the actor’s 

intuition and assure the intuition that it is going to be witnessed and used.” (Ball 17) 
 

 The game of Four Square encompasses many of the skills I most admire in a good 

performer.  Without endless discussion, theorizing and use of left-brain logic, Four 

Square takes actors out of their rational brain space and puts them in a circumstance 

where they must respond without thinking.  The Four Square space requires actor’s visual 

focus to broaden: they must move from the balls of their feet; rather than leaning away 

waiting for something to happen, they must lean forward looking for the action and be 

ready for anything that may come at them.  Most importantly, Four Square makes it 

essential that actors find a way to work from a playful, instinctual and urgent place.   

 The rules of Four Square are relatively simple:  

To create the Four Square court, a large square, divided into four smaller squares 

is taped or drawn onto the floor.  It looks like this: 

  

  

Each player begins by standing in one of the squares.  The rest of the players line up 

behind the court and enter as players on the court “get out”.  When you “get out” you 

return to the line. 

1. To serve you must bounce the ball once in your square and then serve 
the ball underhanded into an opponent’s square in one motion. 
 
2. The ball must bounce once in your square before hitting it into another 
square. 
 
3. The goal of the game is to become the server. 
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4. If the ball hits the set, back wall, audience, ceiling, etc. and then 
bounces back into a square, the ball is considered fair and still playable. 
 
5. If the ball hits you before it bounces in your square you are out. 
 
6. If there is a disagreement about a line call, the player of lowest status is 
out. 
 
7. If the ball bounces in your square it is fair for another player to reach in 
and hit the ball out of your reach. 
 
8. Any other fancy rules and variations are not in effect until you become 
server and announce a new rule. 
 

This physical game becomes its own entity and changes in tone and intensity 

dependant on the personalities of the cast and the tone of the play.  Unlike push-ups, Four 

Square is a treat to the performers.  It serves as a chance to let go of serious worries and 

just play.  Each ensemble carries its own sense of competition and delight with each 

other.  As the game allows the server to create any new rules he or she wishes, it can 

become a competition of creativity as well as physical quickness.  Because of its fast 

moving pace, even actors who generally do not do well in athletic events can find success 

with Four Square--great athletes “get out” as often as less coordinated ones. 

Ultimately Four Square is a quick way to build an ensemble that enjoys playing 

together in every sense of the word.  In the context of the game, personalities reveal 

themselves quickly and in atypical ways (different from what a director can discern in 

early table-work) that can prove useful when rehearsing scenes.  The game frees the actor 

of the anxiety of being good or right.  I always play Four Square along with the ensemble 
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and this helps to lower my innate status as director and sets in motion a collaborative and 

joyful energy. 

Four Square is based on status: allegiances are quickly formed and dismantled in 

an instant, and often new rules require the addition of a vocal element; the game can 

easily become a metaphor for a scene or relationship from the play. I prompt actors to use 

the act of playing the game to aid them in deepening their physical understanding of their 

work in the production.  For example, while working on The Death of Beth, a two-person 

scene was falling flat.  We explored the idea that “every scene is a chase scene” (Hauser 

33), and asked who was going after whom, etc., to try and add urgency and specificity to 

the actions.  This was helpful, but wasn’t inspiring the sense of exigency and athleticism I 

knew the scene needed.  I couldn’t find the right word or metaphor to make the scene 

work.  Eventually I used the Four Square ball and had them toss it to each other, each 

throw raising the stakes and complicating their objectives.  Rather than thinking from 

their logical brain, the actors began trying to trick, hurt, or surprise each other as they did 

when they played Four Square.  From that exercise they were able to “get out of their 

head” about the scene and put their focus and energy on their partner, all the while 

staying on the balls of their feet, leaning forward and never anticipating each other’s next 

move.  Using Four Square in this way allowed me to experience what Ball describes:  

Essentially, an actor says, ‘I will trust the director to function in the 
capacity of my critical brain while I give my intuitive brain full 
opportunity to express.  I will rely on the director to keep me from looking 
foolish. I will put my intellectual responsibilities into the director’s care in 
order to permit my intuition to act and be creative.’ (17-18) 
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BASTARDIZED SUN SALUTATION 
In my own acting work, I’ve pulled from many different versions of the series of 

yoga moves commonly referred to as the sun salutation or surya namaskar, to create a 

moving stretch that best suites the needs of my body when preparing to perform.  At the 

beginning of each rehearsal process I teach the full acting ensemble my version of this 

series of stretches.  I explain that this is based on my own personal needs as a performer, 

and I first ask them to learn my version and then begin to share added or adjusted moves 

to the group.  This is always the first thing we do.  If rehearsal begins at 6:30PM, then at 

6:30PM on the nose all other conversation and business in the room stops without 

exception. The ensemble stands in a circle and begins the series of stretches together.  As 

we move through the poses, I remind the cast to breath, I ask them to let go of what may 

still be on their minds from the “outside” and embrace the time we have together to 

create.  With each breath I ask them to set their minds and bodies to the task ahead.  

Through our breath and intentions we are able to change the energy of the room to one of 

focus.  We move through the salutation three times, each member of the ensemble at his 

or her own pace. 

At each rehearsal during The Threepenny Opera I ask a different actor how their 

body was feeling that day and if they needed to stretch a certain area.  Based on his or her 

response, I would ask the ensemble to show the group any stretch that might best work 

for the specific need.  By reaching out to the ensemble for new ways to engage the body, 

the group was able to share knowledge and create their own ritual for beginning work and 

preparing for performance.  I explicitly encouraged every performer to create this kind of 
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ritual for themselves, explaining that what works for me may not work for them, but, 

reminding them of the importance of finding something that does.  As we work towards 

performance I continued to remind actors that it is their responsibility to find time in their 

pre-show preparation to continue this practice. 

In every rehearsal process at UT I was able to learn new ways to build a strong 

and focused ensemble from the ensemble.  By seeking new avenues towards creativity 

from my fellow artists I have been given many artistic and practical gifts.  I have found 

the ability to leave my ego at the door and enter each rehearsal with a desire to learn has 

helped me become a better director and teacher.  By ingraining this habit of gathering 

inspiration as well as practical tools of working from the ensemble, I have successfully 

created environments where this is guaranteed to happen every day, thereby allowing me 

to continue to grow and learn.   
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CHAPTER 4. CONSISTENCY: THE REAL CHALLENGE 

Many directors pay lip service to the practice of creating a space where actors and 

designers can do their best work.  I have too often seen this falling away as the many 

practical stresses of the production process invade the creative space of the rehearsal and 

design rooms.  I have learned that the vital component in successfully creating a space 

where artists can do their best work is consistency; the director must be striving towards 

this goal at every moment.  “The director’s purpose is to create a condition which leads 

another (the actor) to a new experience; a thousand times it won’t work, but once it will, 

and that once is essential.”- Jerzy Grotowski (qtd. in Cole 45) I have found the key to 

successfully maintaining a great collaborative process is to consistently value the rituals 

that maintain the sense of ensemble and encourage risky exploration of the play.  By 

placing such a high value on these exercises the actors in my rehearsal room are able to 

do their best work, “… the energy in Halena's rehearsal room is, for me, the ideal work 

environment: focused but not anal, high energy but not overly-intense, prepared but 

always open to all possible outcomes, playful but not out of control.” –graduate student 

actor from The Threepenny Opera. 

Actively listening, responding and investigating the needs of my collaborators day 

in and day out can be an exhausting exercise, requiring me to bring to the production 

process the exact focus, specificity and playfulness I ask of my actors.  There is no room 

for a bad day, a half-prepared rehearsal plan or an unfocused rehearsal where the 

frustrations of the production schedule infringe on the energy of the room. As the 
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director, I recognize my job is to protect my fellow experts from practical stresses that are 

not directly related to their role in the production process.  I understand I am a negotiator 

everyday.  I must actively engage in reading my collaborator’s emotional responses to the 

work, and, with respect and empathy, communicate ways to push them to realize our 

shared goals.  I must always model what I see as the ideal behavior of a collaborative 

theatre artist, especially when stressful situations occur—perceiving artistic frustrations 

as interesting (and possibly inspiring) obstacles, responding to huge surprising problems 

as absurdist jokes and solving them with a sense of humor and creativity. 

It is the director that sets the tone for the collaboration and the tone must remain 

consistent regardless of circumstance.  When successful, the actors are able to joyfully 

engage in their work.  One of the ensemble actors in The Threepenny Opera wrote of the 

rehearsal process:  

Consistently, from day one until our closing performance, you [Halena] 
showed up… ready to work, enthusiastic about the project, focused on the 
tasks at hand, and available.  Your high standards for our preparation, 
commitment to taking risks, and general attitude towards the process were 
also clearly ones you held for yourself.  The effort you maintained without 
exhaustion (or rather, in spite of exhaustion) modeled an approach that 
gave no reason, room, or air for complaint, negativity, or frustration 
beyond the critical solving of problems in the moment that served the 
focused whole.  Your dedication to the inquiry of making a show, 
preparation of your own intentions, and willingness to honor every single 
individual artist's input into the piece created an environment that served 
singular agency within a supportive and collective ensemble.  It was 
inspiring on a daily level. 

 
Consistency when setting a tone for a rehearsal process can payoff in unexpected 

ways.  For example, during technical rehearsals for The Threepenny Opera we had many 

challenges with our (over 200) props.  A particular difficulty came with the large table 
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needed for the wedding scene.  The table was designed to come out in pieces and to be 

put together on stage by the actors as part of the activity of the scene.  We worked for 

many hours in rehearsal to choreograph the stage business around the complicated set up 

and timed every moment to support the motivation of the characters and the text.  It was 

painstaking work.  When we finally received the table from the prop shop, it was deemed 

unsafe by our technical director and sent back to the shop.  Each day of our technical 

rehearsals a new version of the table would arrive and we would, with very little time, 

need to re-choreograph the scene.  As the days passed the table became heavier and more 

cumbersome.  It was frustrating for the actors who, exhausted from the demanding 

rehearsal schedule, were asked to improvise solutions within the scene in order to make 

the ever-changing prop function correctly.  A situation like this one, happening within 

days of opening the production can affect the actors negatively.  Actors often begin to 

panic just before opening and any change to what they rehearsed can raise their level of 

anxiety often to disastrous results.   But, because I had consistently modeled the behavior 

of maintaining playfulness when faced with a surprising new obstacle (and clearly stated 

this trait as one that I expected from them), the actors and I were able to maintain a 

positive and inventive attitude towards the problem.  Rather than causing dismay and 

anger, the actors eagerly accepted the challenge; they met early to work with the prop, 

solving problems on their own and finding ways to allow the bulky table to feed their 

motivations in the scene.  Instead of complaining and panicking each time a new version 

of the table arrived, we laughed together and set to solving the new problem; the actors 

were able to join me in tackling the obstacle with energy, letting it feed their investment 
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in the production and taking pride in “making to work”.
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CONCLUSION 

By focusing much of my energy while in graduate school on finding ways to 

create an ideal, consistently inspiring, rehearsal environment I found that other parts of 

my job became easier.  In every one of my rehearsal processes there has been a moment 

where I have felt stuck or overwhelmed—whether it be lack of time, as I felt during The 

Threepenny Opera, or difficulties with a designer, as I experienced with Trojan Women, 

or worries when the once funny jokes no longer felt fresh, as happened near the end of 

the rehearsal process for Death of Beth—what has consistently pushed me passed these 

obstacles and through to solutions has been my collaborators. Because I was able to 

successfully build an environment where they were able to thrive, my collaborators could 

use their expertise to push me through the fog of my own artistic frustration.   By trusting 

my fellow artists to be experts in their fields and working to create the environment 

where they are able to fully invest in their work, I became less responsible for solving 

every artistic problem. I have found that it can be a strenuous and emotionally difficult 

process to consistently “perform” the role of the ideal artist and director during rehearsals 

and design meetings, but, when successfully accomplished, I am in-turn able to lean on 

my collaborators and trust that they will enthusiastically solve problems, inspire me, and 

work together to create a stunning production.   
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Halena Kays is a director, writer and performer from Chicago, she is the co-founder and 

former artistic director of Barrel of Monkeys where she created and directed the majority 

of their public performances.  She is a Northwestern graduate and a former member of 
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